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1. Purpose of this report

1.1  To provide an update on the latest economic and business intelligence for the
Board, and to update the Board on the latest activity and intelligence around
Brexit.

2. Information

2.1 This report presents recent developments in the global, national and local
economy. The report is produced on a regular, quarterly basis. As such the
latest available version will be presented to each Panel meeting. The report
presented here is an updated version of the November report, taking into
account recent developments.

2.2 Brexit update

2.2.1 At the request of the Cities and Local Growth Unit (CLGU), the Growth Service 
have been leading on the gathering and co-ordination of Brexit-related 
intelligence on behalf of the Yorkshire & Humber region. HM Government 
have identified a lead Growth Hub has been identified to co-ordinate activity 
across each region, with the Leeds City Region Growth Service the lead 
Growth Hub for Yorkshire & Humber. This is in addition to the wider work the 
Combined Authority is engaged in along with district partners to prepare for 
EU via the Local Resilience Forum.  

2.2.2 HM Government have provided additional resource to Growth Hubs, via the 
cluster lead in each region, to facilitate enhanced activity around Brexit. This 
includes enhanced communications activity, and an increased focus on the 
gathering and reporting of intelligence and activity in relation to preparations 
for the UK’s EU exit particularly around general attitudes to Brexit and 
business preparedness, technical issues facing certain sectors / businesses, 
and information on new opportunities and investments.  



2.2.3 Following the general election and subsequent passing of the Withdrawal 
Agreement Bill in Parliament, there is a greater degree of clarity on the future 
path on Brexit and the risk of significant disruption has been removed in the 
near-term. Following the election the expectation is that the UK will leave the 
EU on 31st January with a transition agreement, followed by negotiation of a 
trade deal during 2020. There are signs that markets and businesses have 
responded positively to this. However, the negotiation over the future trading 
relationship with the EU will have significant implications form many 
businesses and the nature of those future relationships remains highly 
uncertain.  

2.2.4  As such, negotiations of the future trading relationship will be closely watched. 
Work is ongoing to ensure that the available business support products enable 
the LEP to respond effectively and enable businesses to prepare for the future 
trading environment. Work is underway to develop a new portal website for 
businesses who are looking for support and advice on what they need to do to 
get ready for Brexit. 

2.2.5  Analysis of the latest Quarterly Economic Survey with the Chambers of 
Commerce suggests there has been a further fall in the proportion of 
businesses saying they were not confident they were prepared to withstand a 
no deal scenario, down to 11% in Q4, from 13.5% in Q3 and 16% in Q1 2019. 

2.2.6 Just over half (51%) of companies surveyed in the QES said they were 
confident or very confident in their Brexit preparations in Q4. However, there 
was a sharp fall in those saying they were very confident, from 23% in Q3 to 
5% in Q4. 

2.2.7 Whilst relatively limited as the level of activity lessened slightly during the 
election period, those businesses who have offered a view have reported 
feeling they have done all they can to prepare, whether through stockpiling or 
other contingencies to ensure supply in the event of disruption. However, 
others in recent weeks have reported issues such as a hesitancy for some 
overseas clients to place orders whilst there are also concerns in some 
sectors over the recruitment and retention of staff after the UK’s exit.  

2.3 Main national and international headlines 

The main national and international headlines include: 

• Global trade and geopolitical tensions have increased throughout 2019.
This has contributed to increasing uncertainty in the global trading system,
which is a large contributor to the weak growth rate of the global economy.

• The global economy is now projected to grow by only 3% in 2019
according to the International Monetary Fund. This would represent the
lowest growth since 2008-09.

• UK GDP growth was flat in the three months to October, following growth
of 0.3% in Q3 according to the Office for National Statistics. This growth
was entirely driven by the service sector, with production output declining.



• The Eurozone maintained its growth rate at 0.3% in Q3, though
performance among member countries was mixed with France exceeding
expectations and Germany in the midst of a slowdown.

• The USA’s GDP growth rate beat the expected to growth rate of 0.4%,
growing at a rate of 0.5% in Q3 2019.

• There were 32.8 million people in work in the three months to October,

according to ONS, an increase of 24,000 on three months earlier. The

employment rate remains at a joint record high of 76.2%.  The

unemployment rate also remains at a record low of 3.8%.

• UK PMI surveys point to falling activity across all of the manufacturing and

construction sectors, though performance in services stabilised in

December.

2.4 Leeds City Region economic headlines 

For Leeds City Region, the key headlines include: 

• There was an increase in business confidence in Q4 according to the QES,
despite the uncertainty of a general election. Businesses were more
confident about their profitability and cash flow situation, perhaps reflecting
the lower immediate risk of a no deal Brexit.

• Domestic activity has rebounded, which has likely helped the recovery in
confidence. Export activity remains subdued, however. Whilst Brexit is
likely part of the explanation, the broader slowdown in activity
internationally is also a factor

• Companies appear to be maintaining their staffing levels in spite of
relatively low growth with headcounts continue to grow, though businesses
appear to be continuing to delay major investment decisions until there is
greater clarity on Brexit in Q4.

• Data from the Office for National Statistics shows employment in Leeds
City Region decreased by 6,000 (0.4%) between Q1 2019 and Q2 2019.
Other core city LEPs such as Greater Manchester and Greater Birmingham
reported similar falls, though other comparators saw growth.

• The City Region employment rate decreased from 73.8 % in Q1 2019 to
73.4% in Q2 2019, though remains high by historic standards.

• The unemployment rate fell in six of the ten City Region districts between
Q1 2019 and Q2 2019, according to modelled estimates from NOMIS, with
only modest increases in the remaining four.

• Goods worth £4.15bn were exported from Yorkshire & Humber in Q3 2019,
largely unchanged from Q2 but a fall of 8.2% from Q1.

3. Clean Growth Implications

3.1 There are no Clean Growth implications directly arising from this report. 

4. Financial Implications



4.1 There are no financial implications directly arising from this report. 

5. Legal Implications

5.1 There are no legal implications directly arising from this report.

6. Staffing Implications

6.1 There are no staffing implication directly arising from this report.

7. External Consultees

7.1 No external consultations have been undertaken.

8. Recommendations

8.1 The LEP Board is asked to note the analysis presented in the economic
update and the latest intelligence on Brexit and consider how this relates to
the work of the LEP and its strategy.

9. Background Documents

9.1 None

10. Appendices

Appendix 1 – Leeds City Region Economic Update Report
Appendix 2 – Leeds City Region Economic Dashboard


